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Refrigerators

Buying a new refrigerator is an exciting experience. We created this guide
to help you collect the information you need to make choosing your new
refrigerator as easy as possible. Please use this measurement guide to ensure
your new appliance will fit in its space properly. A measurement off by as
little as 1/4 inch can turn the excitement of your new purchase into a major
inconvenience. Double-checking your measurements will help to ensure a
smooth purchase and delivery. These measurements are not required but are
suggested to ensure you select the right product.

An appliance returned because it will not fit will cost you (the customer) a delivery fee and possibly a
restocking fee. For questions or concerns about dimensions, please contact us at, 1-800-336-9136

Measure the Space

Measuring the space is one of the most important steps before selecting a new refrigerator

Measure the depth of counter on each side
of the refrigerator.

Right Side
Left Side

Measure the depth from the wall to the
nearest obstacle, island, etc. on each side
of the refrigerator.

Right Side
Left Side

Measure the depth from the bottom of the
cabinets taking account any trim.

Right Side
Left Side

Measure the height of the space from the
floor to the cabinet above, in the left and
right corners as well as the center.
Right Corner
Center
Left Corner

Measure the width of the space from the
floor to the cabinet above, at the top and
bottom as well as the middle.
Top
Middle
Bottom

Obstacles

There are a couple questions that may affect the style of refrigerator that will work in your kitchen.

Is your refrigerator in a corner?
Yes			No
Is there an island in your kitchen?
Yes			No

Walk the Path

Walking the path the installers will take is important to do before selecting a new refrigerator.

Measure any exterior doorways. The
installers can remove the doors from the
hinges if necessary.

Exterior Doorway

Measure any interior doorways. Sometimes,
interior doors are narrower than exterior
doors.

Interior Doorways

Measure the stairway. Be sure to measure
the width in multiple places especially if
there is a turn.

Stairway Width

Additional Issues

There are a few additional issues to address before you select a new refrigerator.
Do you have a water line ran to your refrigerator and what type is it, plastic, copper? Yes
												Type
Is there a main water line shutoff in your house and is it accessible? Yes
No
Is there an electrical outlet where the refrigerator will be installed?
Before you go, take a picture of the refrigerator area if possible.

Yes
Yes

No
No

No

The Fun Part!

Selecting your new refrigerator
Here at Nebraska Furniture Mart we offer many
styles, colors and sizes to choose from. A 25-31 cubic
foot model is now considered average and will
extend at least eight inches beyond the cabinets,
including the door. Bottom-Mount refrigerators
have a large door swing and the door orientation
is reversible. French-door and Side-by-Side style
refrigerators typically have less door extension. If
you are considering a custom built-in refrigerator, it’s
important to know that they have special installation
requirements.

Getting Ready for Delivery

There are a few things to do before your new refrigerator is delivered.
Make sure you double-check all the measurements
for your new refrigerator for the space in your home
including the height and width.
Will the depth of new refrigerator fridge extend from
the wall comfortably?

Your New Refrigerator Arrives

Our delivery teams will make sure your delivery experience meets or exceeds your expectations.
•

Our delivery teams are insured and qualified.

•

We will provide you with a two hour window
delivery notification the day prior to delivery.

•

An individual 18 years or older must be present to
receive the delivery.

•
•

Our drivers will call you 30 minutes ahead of
delivery.
At that time you may proceed to empty your old
refrigerator.

•

Your icemaker line will be reconnected if it is
copper with a working shut off valve (local
delivery only).

•

Your new fridge will be plugged in and tested.

•

The refrigerator will be leveled without the use of
blocks or shims.

•

The delivery team will haul away your old unit if it
has been pre-arranged.

Another Job Well Done!
If you have any additional questions, don’t hesitate to call or visit any of our salespeople. We will be more
than happy to answer any of your questions. Most importantly, thank you for your business!

